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Systems Affected

    Desktop and Web versions of Microsoft Teams application

Description
Microsoft Teams is a communication and collaboration platform combining
workplace chat, video meetings, file storage, collaboration on files and
integration with applications. Microsoft Teams integrates with the
Office365 subscription office productivity suite and features extensions
that can integrate with non-Microsoft products.

The attack requires a successful takeover of a vulnerable Microsoft
subdomain coupled with exploitation of Microsoft Teams authentication
system. An attacker could exploit this weakness to create a malicious link
or GIF file. As Teams processes this, an authentication token is generated.
The attack simply involved tricking a victim into clicking the link or
viewing a malicious GIF image and their token is sent to the attacker. Once
they have obtained the token, the attacker can use it to hijack the
victim's account through the Teams API interfaces. The attacker can use
this method to read the user's Teams messages, send messages on their
behalf, create groups, add or remove users from a group, and change group
permissions.

Solution
It is reported that Microsoft has patched this vulnerability by deleting
the misconfigured DNS records of the sub domains.  
Organizations are advised to keep libraries up to date, patch software
regularly, setup strong authentication processes for all users and maintain
secure domains. Developers involved in building such systems are suggested
to follow secure coding practices and development hygiene while designing
such tool.  
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